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Health and Safety
Please take a few moments to familiarise yourself with the nearest available fire exit,
indicated by the fire evacuation signs. In the event of an alarm sounding during the
meeting you must evacuate the building immediately and follow all instructions
provided by the fire evacuation officer who will identify him/herself should the alarm
sound. You will be assisted to the nearest designated assembly point until it is safe
to return to the building.
Mobile Phones
Please ensure that your mobile phone is switched to silent or is switched off
completely during the meeting.
Agenda
Agendas and reports for the majority of the Council’s public meetings can be
accessed via the Internet at: http://cmis.milton-keynes.gov.uk/cmiswebpublic/ Wi Fi
access is available in the Council’s meeting rooms.
Comments, Complaints and Compliments
Milton Keynes Council welcomes comments, complaints and compliments from
members of the public in order to make its services as efficient and effective as
possible. We would appreciate any suggestions regarding the usefulness of the
paperwork for this meeting, or the conduct of the meeting you have attended.
Please use the slip below by detaching it and passing it to the Committee Manager.
Alternatively the slip can be returned by post to Democratic Services, Milton Keynes
Council, Civic Offices, 1 Saxon Gate East, Milton Keynes, MK9 3EJ, or you can email your comments to meetings@milton-keynes.gov.uk
If you require a response please leave contact details, ideally including an e-mail
address.
A formal complaints / compliments form is available online at http://www.miltonkeynes.gov.uk/complaints/ or is obtainable at the meeting from the Committee
Manager.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Meeting Attended:

Regulatory Committee

Date of Meeting:

29 JUNE 2011

Comments:…………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Contact details:…..……………………………………………………………………………
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1.

Welcome and Introductions
The Chair to welcome Members, officers and the public to the meeting and
introduce Members and officers who are present.

2.

Apologies

3.

Minutes
To approve, and the Chair to sign as a correct record, the Minutes of the
meeting of the Regulatory Committee held on 20 April 2011 (Item 3)
(Pages 5 to 7).

4.

Disclosure of Interests
Members to disclose any personal or prejudicial interests they may have in
the business to be transacted and officers to declare any interest in contracts
to be considered by the Committee.

5.

Public Participation
To consider the following items in accordance with the Procedures for Public
Participation:
(a) Deputations and Petitions
A deputation has been received for the Committee to consider at this meeting.
The aim of the Deputation is to ask the Committee to freeze the issuing
of hackney Carriage Vehicle Licenses
Any petitions will be reported at the meeting.
(b) Questions
To receive questions from members of the public in accordance with the
Council’s Constitution, not related to licensing applications. No questions have
been notified.

6.

CENTRAL MILTON KEYNES STREET TRADING ARRANGEMENTS –
‘PITCH A’
To consider an application for the continued use of an street trading position –
‘Pitch A’ situated outside of Xscape Central Milton Keynes on public parking
for a further period of 3 years or until the land is required for redevelopment.
(Item 6) (Pages 8 to 12).

7.

STREET TRADING IN MILTON KEYNES
To advise the committee of the outcome of a consultation exercise to prohibit
street trading in Lynmouth Crescent, Furzton following a committee decision
in March 2011 (Item 7) (Pages 13 to 15)
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8.

REVIEW OF STREET TRADING CONSENT – PRET A PIZZA
To review a one hour street trading consent in respect of Bradwell Common
Boulevard, Bradwell Common granted to Pret a Pizza for one hour a day
between 7pm and 8pm. (Item 8) (Pages 16 to 20)

9.

REVIEW OF STREET TRADING CONSENT – TINY WORLD
To review a one hour street trading consent in respect of Oldbrook Boulevard,
Oldbrook granted to ‘Tiny World’ for one hour a day between 5pm and 6pm.
(Item 9) (Pages 21 to 24)
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Minutes of the meeting of the REGULATORY COMMITTEE held on WEDNESDAY
20 APRIL 2011 at 17.36 pm
Present:

Councillor Burke (Chair)
Councillors Box, Bradburn, McKenzie, Mallyon and TamagniniBarbosa

Officers:

P Winsor (Assistant Director – Regulatory Services), C Londy (Head
of Environmental Health), S Teesdale (Environmental Health Team
Leader – Community), I Ali (Principal Solicitor), J Zammit
(Committee Manager).

Apologies:

Councillors Barry, Kennedy and Zealley

Also Present: Mr R Erdogan
Number of
Public Present:
RC38

1

MINUTES
RESOLVED That the Minutes of the meeting of the Regulatory Committee held
on 16 March 2011 be approved and signed by the Chair as a correct
record.

RC39

QUESTIONS FROM THE PUBLIC
The Committee heard from Mr Erdogan that he had submitted a
question in respect of increasing the length of the Civil Licence for
the use of Pitch A (CMK near the Xscape) to be greater than 12
months.
RESOLVED –
1. That a report come to the next meeting of the Committee to
consider extending the length of the Civil Licence for Pitch A
(CMK).

RC40

TAXI ARRANGEMENTS IN RESPECT OF THE FOO FIGHTERS
CONCERT AT THE NATIONAL BOWL
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The Head of Environmental Health informed the Committee of the
Council’s efforts to ensure adequate taxi provision for the upcoming
Foo Fighters concert at the National Bowl.
There was concern over taxi provision because after a concert last
year over 100 people were still waiting for taxi’s early into the
morning. There had also been issues around Hackney Carriages
blocking spaces and customers not being able to get to their booked
cabs.
The proposal for the Foo Fighters concert is to use Chesney Wold
as a taxi rank, this facility will be enhanced by allowing drivers to
turn right to enter (which is normally not permissible). Furthermore
an area of Knowlhill will be allocated for Private Hire pickups, it is
expected that this will help prevent illegal plying for hire from Private
Hire taxi’s.
Officers had also informed the Committee that a temporary
operators licence was being sought so that there could be better
management of the event, however so far there had been little
support amongst the trade for the proposal and no-one willing to put
forward the money or the staff for it.
The Committee noted that in the past taxi provision at concerts had
been poor and more guidance was needed to help the taxi trade to
provide an adequate service, especially hackney carriages. There
was also a concern about safety of concert goers and that the
Council should be providing staff to ensure safety. Officers informed
the Committee that arrangements were being made to ensure there
will be staff to help direct taxi’s and concert goers, however there
were still issues to do with the funding of staff to resolve.
RESOLVED –
That the verbal update be noted.
RC41

CHANGES TO ALCOHOL LICENSING CHARGES IN RESPONSE
TO THE POLICE REFORM AND SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITIES
BILL
The Police Reform and Social Responsibilities Bill aims to rebalance
the Licensing Act 2003 in favour of local authorities, the police and
local communities.
The Committee was informed that the Bill is still being discussed in
the House of Lords and amendments may still come.
Provision to implement a late night levy has been included in the bill
which will allow for Local Authorities to charge premises a late night
levy if they are open past midnight to help with policing costs.
Premises can avoid the cost by voluntarily reducing their licensable
hours to midnight and the Local Authority can designate premises
that are exempt if it wishes to. Officers informed the Committee that
the rate of the levy will be set nationally.
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Other impacts from the Bill include the power for Local Authorities to
suspend a premises licence due to non payment of licence fees.
Also Environmental Health will have powers to object to Temporary
Event Notices and the Local Authority can apply conditions to
Temporary Event Notices.
Members noted that many provisions had been promised originally
in the Localism Bill but had never materialised, members thanked
officers for finding the provisions listed in this Bill instead.
Members agreed that the levy would be an opportunity to help
provide extra funds to the police while allowing the Council to cover
any additional administration costs incurred.
RESOLVED That the briefing note be noted.
RC42

CENTRAL MILTON KEYNES – EXPERIMENTAL
TRADING ARRANGEMENTS - PITCH A

STREET

The Assistant Director – Regulatory Services informed the
Committee that when the experimental pitches (near CMK) had
been set up originally there was a desire to make sure the traders
who used them where of a high standard and the system of using a
voluntary MOGO plate that would ensure this was proposed and put
on as a requirement of the licence for trading on the experimental
pitches. However in practice the scheme has proven to be not cost
effective as few have taken up the MOGO plate and the costs of
administering it outweigh the fees from the licence. Therefore it was
proposed to the Committee to remove the need for this plate.
RESOLVED That the requirement for mobile traders to hold an Environmental
Health / Trading Standards ‘MOGO’ plate to trade on Pitch A civil
licence is removed.
THE CHAIR CLOSED THE MEETING AT 18.26 Hrs
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ITEM 6
LICENSING COMMITTEE
29 June 2011

CENTRAL MILTON KEYNES STREET TRADING ARRANGEMENTS – ‘PITCH A’
Contact Officer: Ed Fisher (Senior Licensing Officer) – 01908 252409

1.

Purpose

1.1

To consider an application for the continued use of an street trading position –
‘Pitch A’ situated outside of Xscape Central Milton Keynes on public parking
for a further period of 3 years or until the land is required for redevelopment

2.

Recommendation

2.1

That the committee agree to Pitch A being available to sell hot and cold food
but excluding alcohol from 23:00 – 05:00hrs each day for a period of up to 3
years

3.

Details and Outcomes

3.1

Over 3 years ago four experimental street trading locations, known as Pitches
A, B, C, & D were created in Central Milton Keynes. The rationale for their
creation was to provide legitimate street trading for mobile traders rather than
enforcement action being taken during anti-social hours trying to combat
illegal trading activities that were taking place.

3.2

For a variety of reasons only Pitch A is currently commercially viable and the
existing trader has expressed a wish to continue to trade for a further 3 years.
On the advice of the Procurement Team the Licensing Team holds a waiting
list for the pitches, but currently there are no names on the list. Dialogue is
taking place with the existing trader at Pitch A.

3.3

The Committee had previously agreed a 1 year extension on the basis that it
maybe more appropriate to make the pitch available on an annual basis as it
may attract additional revenue. However such a short period of time may put
off potential traders applying for this pitch as they would find it difficult to recoup their capital outlay and make a working profit all within a 12 month
period.

3.4

Due to the recession, the 2009/10 fee pitch fee was frozen at £5200 as the
trader demonstrated that business was less then anticipated. As the same
trader is now keen to enter into a new arrangement with the Council for up to
3 years the fee will be increased in line with the Consumer Price Index (CPI) –
circa 4% The existing Civil Licence document refers to the Retail Price Index
but since 2003 the Government has used the CPI as a measure of inflation.
As a consequence, the fee will increase by circa £200 per annum. In the
event of the proposal being agreed by the committee then the last quarter
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average CPI figure will be used and the Civil licence will be amended
accordingly.
3.5

The land used for Pitch A is owned by the Homes and Communities Agency.
The Council has the right to use it for car parking and 4 years ago the
Transport Division agreed that the bays could be used for Street Trading
purposes between 23:00 – 05:00 hrs with any income being credited to the
Environmental Health Licensing revenue account. This income is used to
cover the cost of providing street trading advice and enforcement activities
throughout the Borough.

3.6

In order to minimise crime and disorder in the vicinity of the pitch, the trader
cannot sell alcohol, and must hold a Premises Licence to sell hot food after
2300hrs. The Police require the trailer to have its own CCTV equipment

4.

Implications

4.1

Policy
There is no formal Street Trading policy, however the committee are
empowered to make such decisions as they see fit in respect of Street Trading
arrangements in Milton Keynes providing that they come within the scope of
the legislation

4.2

Resources and Risk
The 2010/11 Licence Fee was £5200, with an increase by applying the last
quarter CPI it will increase to circa £5400. The CPI will apply annually
thereafter.

4.3

Legal
The Council issue a Civil Licence to Trade rather than granting permission
under the Licensing Act 2003 or the Local Government (Miscellaneous
Provisions) Act 1982

Background Papers: MKC Statement of Licensing Policy.
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Annex 1

Summary of changes to the existing policy incorporated into the
draft revised statement of licensed policy that was consulted upon

Paragraph 1.2. No significant change
Paragraph 2.1 Individual licensing objectives no longer specified due to potential
changes in legislation
Paragraph 3.2 Additional bullet points regarding notification to residents and no
presumption of grant included as per guidance
Paragraphs 3.3 and 3.4: Updated information on MK information
Paragraphs 3.6; 3.7 and 3.8: Updated data and précised
Paragraph 4.1: List of specific consul tees deleted and replaced with generic
commitment to consult all necessary parties.
Paragraph 5.3.1: Revised to account for potential legislative change.
Paragraph 5.3.6: Amended wording to strengthen the position on ‘garages selling
alcohol. New paragraphs added at 5.3.7 and 5.3.8 following case
law
Paragraph 5.3.7 Amended wording at new 5.3.9 to account for potential legal change
Paragraph 7.1.2

Reference to specific Council priorities removed to enable flexibility
as priorities change

Paragraph 7.2.3: Deleted as unnecessary
Paragraph 7.2.4: Updated priorities. Amended and becomes 7.2.3
Paragraph 7.3.4: Amended to account for current partners.
Paragraph 7.5.1: Amended wording to allow all relevant guidance to be used
Section 8 ‘Anti social Behaviour’:
arrangements’

Relocated in policy under heading ‘Regulatory

Paragraph 9.1 (now new paragraph 8.1): Improved wording refers to specific
legislation.
Paragraph 9.2.5: Deleted. Unnecessary
Paragraph 9.5.1: Deleted. Unnecessary
Paragraph 9.9:
ITEM
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Section 10 ‘Designated Sports Grounds’: Relocated in Policy under ‘Regulatory
Arrangements’
Section 11’ Disability Discrimination Act 196’: Relocated in Policy under ‘Regulatory
arrangements
Section 12 ‘Human Rights Act’: Relocated in Policy under Regulatory Arrangements
Paragraph 13.3 (now at paragraph 10.3) strengthened in respect issues arising from
patrons leaving premises
Paragraph 13.4 Reference to powers under the Licensing Act removed as duplication.
No significant change. Now at paragraph 10.11
Paragraph 13.5 – Paragraph clarified. No significant change
Paragraph 13.8 – amended wording. No significant change
Paragraph 13.9 – amended wording. No significant change
Paragraph 13.10.1 – amended wording. No significant change
Paragraph 13.11 now moved to new section 11.
Paragraph 13.12 Deleted as unnecessary
Paragraph 13.13 Deleted as unnecessary
Additional paragraphs included at a new section 14 to account for circuses and also
the role of the Safety Advisory group
Paragraph 15.1 Amended wording to account for potential legislative change
Paragraph 16.3 Deleted but incorporated into new paragraph 14.1
Additional paragraphs added to new document at 18.1.9.and 18.1.10 to reflect current
practice on issued licences including plans
Paragraph 18.2

Additional bullet point confirming location can be a factor on
applications included on new paragraph 17.2

Paragraph 18.3.1 Amended wording now at 17.3.1. No significant change
New section 18.6 in revised policy to incorporate Glass safety including guidance into
main body of policy
Paragraph 19.1 Clearer wording incorporated at new paragraphs 18.1 to 18.1.5
Paragraph 19.1.3 Amended wording to at 18.1.8 to strengthen action that can be
taken.
Paragraph 19.1.4 on toughened glass moved to standalone section at paragraph 18.6
Paragraph 22.1 Amended wording at new paragraph 23.1 to reflect potential legal
change
ITEM
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Paragraph 22.2 Amended wording at new paragraph 23.2 to reflect potential legal
change
Paragraph 23.8 Deleted. Duplication.
Paragraph 24.5 Deleted. Not necessary
Paragraph 25.1 Additional criteria added to list at revised paragraph 26.1detailing
matters relevant to review proceedings
Paragraph 26.2 Amended wording at new paragraph 27.2 to reflect legislation. Not
significant
Annex 4 – Deleted. The ‘pool’ of conditions was seldom referred to by applicants or
sub committee and was outdated
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ITEM 7
REGULATORY COMMITTEE
29th June 2011

STREET TRADING IN MILTON KEYNES
Contact Officer: Ed Fisher - Senior Licensing Officer Tel 2409
1.

Purpose

1.1

To advise the committee of the outcome of a consultation exercise to prohibit
street trading in Lynmouth Crescent, Furzton following a committee decision in
March 2011 (Minute RC…. refers).

2.

Recommendations

2.1

That Lynmouth Crescent be added to the Councils list of prohibited streets as
per the wording listed at Annex A

3.

Issues and choices

3.1

Since October 1988 the Council has put in place controls in respect of street
trading throughout the Borough using the concept of ‘Prohibited Streets’ and
‘Consent Streets’. This was introduced to deal with roadside vendors on or
close to the primary ‘feeder roads’ into Milton Keynes and the H/V grid roads
and also to restrict the activity of traders in other areas where necessary for
protection of residents and existing businesses. The majority of streets are not
consent or prohibited streets

3.2

From time to time issues arise on streets that have neither been ‘consented’ or
‘prohibited’ for street trading and it is open for relevant parties to request that
the list of such streets is reviewed either by addition or subtraction of certain
roads. In this case Councillor Williams requested a designation to prohibited
street for Lynmouth Crescent. This was supported by Councillor Ferrans.

3.3

The request followed complaints from residents of an evening trader selling
kebabs etc from the car park / driveway of Furzton Sports Pavilion off
Lynmouth Crescent. Street trading restrictions apply to an area 60 metres
either side of the centre line of the road concerned so although not directly on
Lynmouth Crescent the relevant parts of the car park concerned would be
covered.

3.4

The Licensing Team consulted the following parties on the proposal: Highways;
Thames Valley Police; Ward Members; the Street trader concerned; Leisure
services; Parish Council; Parks Trust; Milton Keynes Street Trading
Association. A notice was also published in Milton Keynes Citizen on March
17th.
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3.5

4.

The Licensing team received two responses to the consultation. Thames
Valley police supported the proposal and one resident supported the trader
being allowed to stay. The resident declined to give their address but said they
did not live in the immediate vicinity.

Implications

4.1

Policy
The Committee can determine the local street trading arrangements as they
see fit.

4.2

Resources and Risk
The costs associated with the administrative and publicity of these proposals
will be taken from the Licensing revenue budget where sufficient funds are
available.

4.3

Legal
The Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1982, Schedule 4 –
Street Trading, sets out administrative arrangements for the designation of
highways, streets, forecourts, etc as ‘Prohibited’ and ‘Consent’ Streets

4.4

Following the consultation process the matter must be brought back to the
Regulatory Committee for confirmation with or without amendment depending
on responses received. A further Public Notice will then be placed detailing
the confirmed resolution of the committee with arrangements being effective
from that date

4.5

Other Implications
None

Background Papers: None
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Annex A

ADDITIONAL PROHIBITED STREET
FURZTON
Lynmouth Crescent
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ITEM 8
REGULATORY COMMITTEE
29th June 2011

REVIEW OF STREET TRADING CONSENT – PRET A PIZZA
Contact Officer: Ed Fisher (Senior Licensing Officer) – 01908 252409

1.

Purpose

1.1

To review a one hour street trading consent in respect of Bradwell Common
Boulevard, Bradwell Common granted to Pret a Pizza for one hour a day
between 7pm and 8pm.

1.2

Recommendation

1.3

To allow the existing consent to continue in its current state (as per Annex A)
until its 12 month renewal in October 2011

2.

Details and Outcomes

2.1

The Council has adopted Schedule 4 of the Local Government
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1982 – Street Trading, that allows streets to be
designated as ‘Prohibited’ or ‘Consent’ for street trading purposes. Bradwell
Common Boulevard is designated as a ‘consent’ street. This means trading
on this adopted highway or within 60 metres of its centre line is only permitted
if a valid Consent is held by the trader.

2.2

Consent was granted in October 2010 subject to a four month review. In
February a further review was resolved by Committee. The reasons for these
centred on possible nuisance issues and potential breach of trading hours

2.3

The Licensing team has consulted the following in respect of this review:
Thames Valley Police (no objection); Highways (no comment); Estates (no
objection); Fire Authority (no comment); Ward Members (no comment);
adjacent medical centre landlords – no comment; Bradwell Parish Council –
comment received – Annex B); Mr and Mrs Asker (resident) – no comment;
Environmental Health (no objection); Road Safety – no comments; Safer
Communities Unit – no comments

2.4

There have been no reports of trading beyond hours since the last review and
no complaints received. There are no adverse comments received as part of
the consultation. An update report will be given at the meeting to summarise
any site visits made in case the situation changes.

3.

Implications

3.1

Policy
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Regulatory Services has an Enforcement Policy that endorses this
proportionate approach.
3.2

Resources and Risk
The application fees for street trading take account of potential enforcement
activities.

3.3

Legal
Paragraph 9(5) details that when refusing a consent the Council shall remit or
refund as they consider appropriate the whole or any part of any fee paid (in
this case £225).
There is no appeal against the decision to refuse or grant a street trading
consent but a trader could reapply if refused or a consent be revoked if
problems occur

Background Papers: Regulatory Committee minute RC30 (16th February 2011);
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ANNEX A
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(19)

ANNEX B
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ITEM 9
REGULATORY COMMITTEE
29th June 2011

REVIEW OF STREET TRADING CONSENT – TINY WORLD
Contact Officer: Ed Fisher (Senior Licensing Officer) – 01908 252409

1.

Purpose

1.1

To review a one hour street trading consent in respect of Oldbrook Boulevard,
Oldbrook granted to ‘Tiny World’ for one hour a day between 5pm and 6pm.

1.2

Recommendation

1.3

To allow the existing consent to continue in its current state (as per Annex A)
until its 12 month renewal in February 2012 unless trading beyond permitted
hours is substantiated.

2.

Details and Outcomes

2.1

The Council has adopted Schedule 4 of the Local Government
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1982 – Street Trading, that allows streets to be
designated as ‘Prohibited’ or ‘Consent’ for street trading purposes. Oldbrook
Boulevard is designated as a ‘consent’ street. This means trading on this
adopted highway or within 60 metres of its centre line is only permitted if a
valid Consent is held by the trader.

2.2

Consent was granted in February 2011 subject to a four month review. The
reasons for these centred on concerns about the location re safety and the
objection received from the Police and others.

2.3

The Licensing team has consulted the following in respect of this review:
Thames Valley Police (no objection); Highways (no comment); Estates (no
objection); Fire Authority (no comment); Ward Members (no comment); other
traders on the same road – no comment; Campbell Park Parish Council – no
comment; Environmental Health (no objection); Road Safety – no comments;
Safer Communities Unit – no comments

2.4

There were some reports of trading beyond hours following the grant of the
consent but no complaints have been received for some time. There are no
adverse comments received as part of the consultation. An update report will
be given at the meeting to summarise site visits made to update the
Committee on trading hours.

3.

Implications

3.1

Policy
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Regulatory Services has an Enforcement Policy that endorses this
proportionate approach.
3.2

Resources and Risk
The application fees for street trading take account of potential enforcement
activities.

3.3

Legal
Paragraph 9(5) details that when refusing a consent the Council shall remit or
refund as they consider appropriate the whole or any part of any fee paid (in
this case £225).
There is no appeal against the decision to refuse or grant a street trading
consent but a trader could reapply if refused or a consent be revoked if
problems occur

Background Papers: Regulatory Committee minute RC31 (16th February 2011);
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ANNEX A
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